
(1-Qty) - Top Assembly with Netting (A.)
(2-Qty) - Base Halves (B.)
(2-Qty) - Red Posts (C.)
(1-Qty) - Diagonal Support Bar (D.)
(1-Qty) - Base Tee (E.)
(1-Qty) - Roll Skirting with Cord (Not Pictured)
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1.  Begin by identifying your parts.  Once familarized, begin with the two base halves (B.), all �ttings facing up, 
welded washers facing front.  On a �at, sturdy surface insert base tee (E.) into each back end of base halves..
Snug bolts, but do not fully tighten, these �ttings will be tightened later for proper angle.  

2.  Insert the 2 red posts (C.) fully into front base halves.  Snug bolts to secure.  Next, insert the diagonal support 
bar (D.) into base tee’s �tting.  Snug bolts to secure.  All three uprights should now be in place.  Loose 
uprights might swing down, so please use caution.  

3.  Carefully slide top assembly with netting (A.) onto the three uprights, best done simultaneously.  Be sure to 
keep net on the outside of the diagonal support bar.  Top of goal should appear level.  Now, secure bolts 
at base tee and top of diagonal support bar. 

4.  One turnbuckle should now hang along each bottom of post.  The correct amount of netting  
to be threaded along cable should already be in place.   Cable with turnbuckle runs along post, ending at 
corner of net.  Next, hook each turnbuckle into each welded washer at front base halves.  Rotate each 
turnbuckle in order to tighten cable, no need to over tighten, cables should be �nger tight only.  The cable, with 
attached netting, should run parallel along posts and appear straight.  

5.  Lace netting onto goal at top assembly, using provided cord at center of crossbar.  Tie netting onto 
welded wire loops starting at center of crossbar, lacing out to posts.  Selvages, or net loops, will not necessarly 
correspond to welded wire loops.  Lace evenly.  “Scrunching” net on top assembly may be necessary. 

6.  Next, �nd middle of remaining net at base halves by counting selvages.   Use provided cord to tie 
centered net at base tee. Begin weaving netting along base halves, starting at base tee, out to posts.  Cord along 
base halves will look simular to a candy cane stripe.  Continue weaving net onto base halves towards the 
post, while considering evenly placed net along base halves.  Tie net securely at front of base halves’ welded washer.  

7.  Skirting wraps around base halves, sandwiching the net and pipe 
in between.  This will provide protection inside and out.  Start
with goal face down and use provided lacing cord to tie middle of 
skirt at center base tee.  Once skirt is centered along base halves
and securely fastned onto net, begin weaving skirt onto net out to post in and out of each hole.  When 
skirting reaches post, knot skirt together and fasten onto net.  

*To disassemble goal for easy storage, begin by loosening turnbuckle and un-hooking each side.  Next, loosen
bolt at top of diagonal support bar.  Top assembly with netting may now be lifted o� posts and diagonal support 
bar.  Finally, loosen the bolts securing the 3 uprights so they may pass through netting and be set down on 
base halves.
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